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Abstract (en)
[origin: RU2731470C2] FIELD: drainage devices.SUBSTANCE: drainage channel consists of drainage channel chute having bottom and wall
of water outlet channel cover. Cover has a cover body extending in a longitudinal direction and equipped with an upper surface and a lower
surface located opposite to it, with at least one opening on upper surface used to install at least two skin components and at least two skin
spacer components, with the support of at least two skin components on both sides on at least two spacer components, aligning at least two
spacer components on the upper surface in the alignment direction and separating at least one hole in the alignment direction. At least two
spacer components protrude from the outer surface of the cover body, thereby forming a water discharge hole with the said at least one opening.
Alignment direction corresponds to the longitudinal direction of the cover body. Water drainage channel equipment complex comprises above-
mentioned drainage channel and at least two skin components, which at least partially rest on the drainage channel cover, with the support on at
least two spacer components on both sides, thereby forming a water discharge passage, at least partially, between at least two skin components
in the alignment direction of the spacer components. Mounting method consists of installation of a drainage channel chute in a water drainage
channel installation area, installation of a water drainage channel cover on a drainage channel chute and installing at least two spacer components
so that they are directed outward, installing at least two skin components on the cover, with the support on at least two spacer components on
both sides, thus forming a water discharge path, at least partially, between at least two skin components in the direction of alignment of spacer
components.EFFECT: production of drainage channel assembled, which can be adapted to skin height.11 cl, 10 dwg
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